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Abstract: Static task scheduling in distributed computational systems has been so important in recent
decades. Aim of schedule is optimal allocation of existing limited sources in system to input tasks
so that time of program execution is decreased. Very different approaches have represented to solve
this problem. Since tasks schedule problem is in non-polynomial class available methods to finding
accurate solutions have limitations. In this paper cooperative multi agent systems-based method with
combination of reinforcement learning and fuzzy techniques have used for optimal schedule of tasks
in distributed systems. In this method, scheduling of ready-for-execution tasks in system is performed
by processor based on reinforcement learning techniques and known Q-learning algorithm and by
using fuzzy reward that is given to the agent and then cooperation among other processors is
performed by using new algorithm of cooperative Q-learning and they are reaching their aim that is
optimal schedule and converge their targeted error in problem as a result of agents cooperation at
short episode. Proposed method is compared with some known schedule algorithm and also the state
that agents work without cooperation.
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INTRODUCTION

Problem of static task scheduling in homogenous distributed systems is performed by the purpose of
optimal use of available limited hardware resources (Chaudhuri and Elock, 2008; Hwang and Gen, 2008; Li,
2008). The objective of this problem is finding method in order to optimal allocation of available resources
in system to tasks so that total termination time of entire parallel program is decreased.

Task schedule can be done statically and dynamically, in static schedule that is related to compile time,
all necessary information for schedule such as structure of parallel program, processing times, interdependency
between tasks must be primarily determined, while dynamic scheduling is related to run time, Thus aim of
dynamic schedule is not only finding efficient schedule, but also minimizing the run time scheduling overheads
(Daoud and Kharma, 2008). In static scheduling, parallel program is modeled by using Directed Acyclic Graph
or DAG, this graph is shown by the tuple (T, E), that T is a set of n  tasks and E is a set of e edges. Any

i i j j itask of t º T indicates a parallel program, a edge of (t , t ) º E indicates interdependency of t  and t  tasks and
j i jimplies that execution of t  is depended to execution of t , that is execution of t  is started after finishing

iexecution of t . On the other tasks that all tasks of their parents have been executed will be ready to execution.
Tasks that don’t have any task before, it means that they don’t depend on any task are called input tasks and
tasks that don’t have any task after, it means that any task does not depend on them, are called output tasks
(Daoud and Kharma, 2008; Sinnen and Sousa). There is shown an example of DAG in figure 1(Laskowski,
2002).

Task schedule problem is a non-polynomial computing problem and many scheduling algorithms are
represented in this context including heuristic algorithm. In heuristic methods priority of all tasks is determined
by using some rules and schedule is performed on given priority of tasks basis so that firs and a priority is
given to any task by priority function and any unscheduled task with highest priority is selected for processing,
though it has indicate that non of heuristic rules can be most efficient in all states of problem. But some
algorithms can be found that can be converge more optimal response in specific problems (Daoud and Kharma,
2008; Haupt et al., 2004; Miarnaimi and Naderi).
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Fig. 1: an example of DAG

As an example of represented algorithm in the context of schedule (Kwok and Ahmad, 1996) is
dynamically performed schedule on the basis of determining critical path in the task graph in its algorithm that
called DCP, in another algorithm (Parsa, 2007) scheduling has performed on the basis of genetic algorithm and
finding available tasks in critical path, also in (hamzeh et al., 2007), schedule is performed in real time multi
processors by using fuzzy methods, so that alternative and non alternative real time tasks are determined by
using fuzzy methods and schedule is performed on the basis. On the (Muhuri and Shukla, 2008) scheduling
method, task scheduling in multi processor systems performed by using fuzzy rules.

In this paper we have presented a new method that used for task scheduling in learning distributed systems
that is based on agents learning and fuzzy methods, so that agents are learned how they achieve their best
efficiency by reinforcement learning method and an important algorithm of Q-learning and by using fuzzy
methods in environment and then cooperation between agents and other available agents in environment is
performed by new algorithm of cooperative Q-learning (Naghibzadeh) that increase efficiency of entire system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow, in second section, reinforcement learning and Q-learning
algorithm is defined and in third section, proposed method is presented. In forth section quality of determining
rewards as fuzzy is indicated. In fifth section, quality of cooperation between agents by using cooperative Q-
learning is indicated and in sixth section, results of simulations and comparisons of proposed algorithm with
some known scheduling algorithms and also state of our proposed algorithm without cooperation is represented.

2. Reinforcement Learning:

In reinforcement learning algorithm, the purpose is increasing agent efficiency in return for any action that
agent does in any time, so agent receives reward from environment in return for any action that it does. If this
action causes to increase system efficiency, agent’s reward will increase and if agent decreases system
efficiency by doing this action, reward will decrease (Sutton, 1998; 1998; Salmani-jelodar et al., 2007).

Q-learning algorithm is one of the most important types of reinforcement learning algorithms (Perron et

al., 2008). In this algorithm, first a model of environment is created by using a state/action diagram, reward
is belong to any action that agent can do in environment in terms of reward function and Q-table that actually
indicates learning level of agent from environment is initialized in any episodes of algorithm in terms of
formula 1.

Q t+1(I , a ) = Q t(I , a ) + á (r + ã. Max (Q t(I' , a' )) – Q t(I , a ))   (1 )

Finally, aim is maximizing agent total received rewards by receiving reward from environment and
converge our targeted errors in the problem (Perron et al., 2008).

3. Proposed Method:

In proposed algorithm, processor is considered as agent. It is assumed the agent can do both actions of
allocation and processing task (Silberschatz et al., 2002). In this method, state/action diagram is obtained on
the basis of available states in problem and determining parameters space and then rewards are given to agents
by fuzzy methods. Since problem environment is a multi agent environment and schedule is performed by
using several processors, agents communicate with each other in order to faster convergence of algorithm to
its aim that increasing processor performance and optimal schedule trough cooperative with each other and by
using cooperative Q-learning method [Shamshirband, setayeshi].
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According to problem definition and since scheduling problem input is task graph, interdependency of
available tasks in graph is considered in proposed algorithm. It means that only ready for execution tasks are
allocated to each agent. Because we can consider data interdependency of tasks in algorithm, one schedule
queue is considered and ready for execution tasks are located in schedule queue and schedule is only
performed on available tasks in queue, algorithm will continue until schedule queue is not evacuated
(Silberschatz et al., 2002).

3.1. Determining state/action diagram:

In this algorithm, parameters that have basis role in determining processor performance must be considered
in order to determination of state/action diagram in problem and then diagram is created according to these
parameters.

A processor can have two states: processing or unemployment states, so we can have two parameters that
shown these states Parameters of processing time of tasks by processor and unemployment time of processor
are respectively indicated by symbols W and F, have basis role in determination of performance. For this
reason and since the goal is increasing performance of processors, state/action diagram is formed based on
these parameters basis.

Each of these parameters W and F have range of [0-100] and this range is divided into three subsets that
each of them is indicates one of the parameters F and W states as shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2: ranges of subsets indicating states of parameters F and W.

All possible states of these two parameters are obtained with regard to values of W and F parameters and
result in figure 3 with regard to acceptable states in environment of problem state/action diagram.

Fig. 3: state/action diagram of Q-learning algorithm. 

4. Fuzzy Reward System:

Since Q-learning algorithm give reward to agent in terms of states changes that agent apply in
environment, values of these rewards must be determined.

We used fuzzy logic to distinguish reward values of each state of W and F parameters from each other,
since total number of these states are high and determining exact reward of each of them is difficult.

Input and output language variables along with a number of membership function is used to determining
fuzzy reward values.
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Input language variables are as follow:
1. Flow, time of processing of processor.
2. Wait, the time that processor don’t processing.

Output language variable is as processor performance.
Since, both two input language variables involve total time of one processor, we consider that these two

variables fuzzy sets are same. These fuzzy sets include:
1. Less fuzzy set that is based on membership function of the gaussmf type.
2. Mean fuzzy set that is based on membership function of the gaussmf type.
3. More fuzzy set that is based on membership function of the gaussmf type.

Related range of each of these fuzzy sets is shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4: input fuzzy set

Output language variable of processor performance includes following sets:

1. Very low fuzzy set that is based on membership function of the trimf type.
2. Low fuzzy set that is based on membership function of the trimf type.
3. Medium fuzzy set that is based on membership function of the trimf type.
4. High fuzzy set that is based on membership function of the trimf type.
5. Very high fuzzy set that is based on membership function of the trimf type.

Related range of each of these fuzzy sets is shown in figure 5.

Fig. 5: Output fuzzy set, equivalent to processor performance
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Fuzzy rules are used to communicate between input and output fuzzy variables after determination of
language variables and fuzzy sets.

An example of fuzzy rules is shown in figure 6.

Fig. 6: fuzzy rules for determination of rewards values

We can obtain fuzzy rewards equivalent to fuzzy rules from output diagram of fuzzy rules after
determining fuzzy rules in algorithm. This diagram is shown in figure7.

Fig. 7: diagram of reward values that are obtained from fuzzy rules 

Reward values that are obtained from diagram will attribute to equivalent edge in state/action diagram of
the problem.

5. Cooperation Mechanism:

Cooperation between agents is performed in order to increasing learning level of each agent. In this paper,
agents cooperate with each other by using WSS method. General structure of WSS method is shown in figure8
(Ahmadabadi et al.,).

In this method, first available n agents in the environment that are assumed as homogenous agents, learn
by using Q-learning algorithm and no hidden states are found (Sutton, 1998; 1998; Watkins, 1989; Friedrich
et al., 1996).

Then processor agents can use information of other available agents in environment. Cooperative between
processor agents are learned in two states: individual learning state and cooperative learning state. Please look
carefully at shown algorithm in figure 9. All agents are in individual learning state first.

In cooperative learning mode, each processor attributes relative weight to Q-table of other agents with
regard to their relative skill. Then each agent takes the weighted average of the others Q-tables and uses the
resulted table as its new Q-table. Formula 2 is shown how new Q-table creation from old Q-table.
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Fig. 8: architecture of Weighted Strategy Sharing method WSS.

  (2)

Fig. 9: Weighted strategy algorithm for agent Ai
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5.1. Expertness Criteria:

ijIn WSS method, W  is a criterion of trust value of agent i to knowledge and experiences of agent j. Here
we argue that this weight is a function of the agents relative expertness. In the strategy sharing method (Tan,
1993), expertness of the agents are assumed to be equal. Level of agents has considered different with regard
to (euleau, 1991; Yamaguchi et al.,). In addition to different level of agent expertness, agent expertness value
may change during learning process and does not have fix value.

By considering this discussion in this paper, we have use expertness measure that is called absolute
expertness measure (Abs) is as following:

  (3)

Abs considers both rewards and punishments as a sign of being experienced.

5.2. Mechanism of Attributing Weight

Learning from all agents (LA):

We can say that all agents have some valuable information for learning. When we use knowledge of all
agents, simplest formula for attributing weight to knowledge of agent j from learner i can be as following:

  (4)

kWhere n is agent number and e  is the amount of expertness of agent k. in this method, effect of agent
j knowledge on other learner agents is equal. On the other hand, Q-tables become homogenous and equal after
every stage of cooperation.

6. Conclusions:

For proving convergence of necessary assumptions of this problem:
Main idea: it is proved that the error of input with most line values Q-table is decreased by the ratio of

ã after every time review. Since all action/sates are repeated extremely, if we consider a space that each of
them is repeated only once, so error in nth stage of table value change is equal to:

  (5)

We must formulate parameters for proving problem convergence with regard to following formula:
Here, Discount factor ã = 0.85 is main parameter.

As below diagram is shown, real systems do almost 350 efforts in order to achieving targeted error value.

Fig. 10: Algorithm convergence levels with ã = 0.85
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Also, performance of method of cooperation between agents by cooperative Q-learning in comparison with
lack of cooperation method is the same after 50 primarily episodes, as be seen in following figure. The more
effort numbers, the better performance of cooperation algorithm. Vertical diagram is performance and horizontal
diagram is episodes.

Fig. 11: comparison of cooperation and lack of cooperation method.
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